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  In dental treatment, patients feel a strong discomfort feeling by the treatment sounds which arise by a tooth grinding. In order to add comfort to
quality of life, we aim to reduce the discomfort feeling with dental treatment sounds. We previously proposed the unpleasantness reduction
method based on auditory masking to reduce discomfort feeling of noise. The previously proposed method can reduce discomfort feeling by
emitting a control signal to a listener, but we had focused on unpleasantness reduction to noise which has a peak frequency. Meanwhile, dental
treatment sounds tend to consist of multiple spectral peaks. Therefore, in the present paper, we propose the design method of control signals for
reducing discomfort feeling of dental treatment sounds which have multiple spectral peaks. More specifically, we detect the main spectral peaks
which bring a discomfort feeling, and design the control signal which can mask these spectral peaks. Also, we employ the sound of running
water as a source for the control signal. We carried out subjective evaluation experiments to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.
As a result of evaluation experiments, we confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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INTRODUCTION 

In recant years, various methods for noise suppression have been proposed. As one of them, there is a method to 
reduce noise pressure by emitting inverted phase signal [1]. It is generally effective to reduce discomfort of louder 
and lower frequency noises caused by traffic, construction sites and so on. However, there is the tendency that 
people may often feel discomfort in quiet environment even if the noises are smaller. It is a remarkable tendency for 
the higher frequency noises such as wind noise and air-conditioning noise [2]. It is difficult to solve this problem by 
only reducing the sound pressure level of noise. 

We thus previously proposed the discomfort reduction method based on auditory masking to reduce discomfort 
of higher frequency noise [3]. Auditory masking is the phenomenon that listener is difficult to perceive unique 
frequency by a band-limited noise including the critical frequency. We have confirmed that the former method can 
reduce discomfort for the noise including a single uncomfortable frequency. However, the former method
insufficiently reduces discomfort for the noise including multiple uncomfortable frequencies.  

In this paper, we focuses on the dental treatment sound including multiple uncomfortable frequencies. In dental 
treatment, many patients feel a strong discomfort by the treatment sounds which arise by a tooth grinding [4]. 
Therefore, we propose the design method of control signals which can mask multiple uncomfortable frequencies of 
the dental treatment sound. The proposed method analyzes the characteristics of the dental treatment sound and 
reduces discomfort by masking the dental treatment sound with the designed control signals. We carried out 
subjective evaluation experiments to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF DENTAL TREATMENT SOUND 

In the former researches, we have already investigated that the noise including a spectral peak causes a strong 
discomfort [2]. In particular, it has also been reported that uncomfortable sound such as noise caused by scratching a 
blackboard, and a sound grinding a tooth has the spectral peaks between around 2 and 7 [kHz] in frequency domain 
[2, 5]. 

 We then analyzed the characteristics of the dental treatment sounds between around 2 and 7 [kHz]. Fig. 1 shows 
the spectral envelope of the dental treatment sounds. We also analyze four kinds of the dental treatment sound based 
by the difference of the instrument to be used in dental treatment. In Fig. 1, the horizontal axis represents the 
frequency and the vertical axis represents the power. 

In accordance with Fig. 1, the main spectral peak is represented in all treatment sounds. The dental treatment 
sounds also have multiple spectral peaks due to the harmonic components. We presumed that the frequencies around 
multiple spectral peaks cause uncomfortable frequency of the dental treatment sounds. The former method [3] has 
been to design a control signal for only a signal peak. However, it masks a noise including multiple spectral peaks in 
the same way for a signal spectral peak. Therefore, it is difficult to sufficiently reduce discomfort.  

FIGURE 1. Spectral envelope of each sound in dental treatment
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DESIGN OF CONTROL SIGNAL 

The proposed method detects multiple spectral peaks in the frequency band between around 2 and 7 [kHz]. It 
then calculates frequency bandwidth which can mask each detected spectral peak, and designs the control signals 
based on the calculated frequency bandwidth. It finally reduces discomfort of the uncomfortable sound by masking 
it with the designed control signals. Figure 2 shows the design process of the control signal.  

Detection of spectral peaks  

The control signals are designed based on the power spectrum of the dental treatment sounds. Figure 2 (a) shows 

the power spectrum of the dental treatment sound. F
iV  as a local variance is derived from Eq. (1) based on the 

spectral envelope of that. 
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where i  is the frequency, F  is the frequency bandwidth for calculate F
iV , iP  stands for the power at i  [Hz], F

iμ
is average of the power in F  [Hz] that centers on i  [Hz], and F

iσ  is standard deviation of that. F
iV  represents 

that the power of i  [Hz] has how exserted values in the frequency band around i  [Hz]. 

Figure 2 (b) shows F
iV  and threshold. F

iV  calculates above 2 [kHz]. The threshold was decided in the 

preliminary experiment.  We estimated the spectral peak based on F
iV  in 2 [kHz] < i  < 7 [kHz]. 

Design of control signal 

The proposed method derives the specific band for masking by the approximate equation of the critical band [6]. 
The critical band is uniquely determined based on the frequency of the target sound for masking and given by Eq. 
(2). 
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where CB stands for critical band, and f  is the frequency of the target sound. 
The proposed method then calculates frequency bandwidth which can mask the detected spectral peaks in Eq. (2). 

The detected spectral peaks are assigned to Eq. (2) as f . In accordance with the calculated frequency bandwidth, 
the control signals are generated through band-pass filter. Figure 2 (c) shows designed control signals by the 
proposed method. Accordingly, the following equation holds,  

( ) ( ) ( )txthty *= ,  (3) 

where t  is time index, ( )tx  is basic masker sound source, ( )ty  is the control signal, ( )th  is the parameter of the 
band-pass filter. The symbol ∗  stands for the convolution. 
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FIGURE 2. Design process of the control signal 

SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION EXPERIMENT 

We carried out a subjective evaluation experiment to confirm the effectiveness of proposed method. 

Conditions of subjective evaluation experiment 

The effectiveness of the proposed method was evaluated in a soundproof room with background noise of less 
than 

A
L = 20 dB. In the experiment, sound sources for evaluation consist of only dental treatment sound and ten 

control signals (two kinds of sound source and five types of SNR) added to noise. As two kinds of basic masker 
sound source, we employed the pink noise and the running water. In this study, SNR represents the energy ratio of 
the control signal to the dental treatment sound. The discomfort level of each noise was evaluated by four subjects. 
Evaluation sound signals are emitted from the headphone to the subjects. The discomfort level was evaluated 
according to the rating scale with the five grades based on the mean opinion score (MOS) as shown in Table 1. The 
only dental treatment sound is decided the grade as 3.0. 

TABLE 1. Rating scale for subjective evaluation experiment 

5 Very uncomfortable 
4 Quite uncomfortable 
3 Neutral 
2 A little uncomfortable 
1 Not at all uncomfortable 

Results of subjective evaluation experiment 

Figure 3 shows the results of the subjective evaluation experiment. In Fig. 3, the horizontal axis represents the 
SNR of the control signal to the dental treatment sound, and the vertical axis also represents the average of the 
discomfort level based on the MOS. In this study, the lower MOS value means the lower discomfort.  

In accordance with Fig. 3, the proposed method achieved lower discomfort in comparison with only dental 
treatment sound in almost results. The higher value of SNR had a tendency to be reduced discomfort. In particularly, 
we confirmed that discomfort was reduced in 5 and 10 dB SNR. In employing the pink noise as basic masker sound 
source, the discomfort level was significantly reduced in 10 dB SNR from Fig. 3 (d). However, the proposed method 
could not reduce discomfort due to the louder volume in case that the value of SNR was too large. In employing the 
running water as basic masker sound source, we also confirmed that the proposed method was effective than the 
pink noise-based masker in 10 and 15 dB SNR from almost results. 
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FIGURE 3. Result of subjective evaluation 

CONCLUSIONS 

We proposed the design method of control signals which can mask multiple spectral peaks of the dental 
treatment sound based on auditory masking. The proposed method reduced discomfort by adding the control signals 
to the dental treatment sound. A subjective evaluation experiment was carried out to confirm the discomfort 
reduction for four kinds of the dental treatment sound. As a result of the subjective evaluation experiment, we 
confirmed that discomfort of the dental treatment sound was reduced in almost results. In future work, we intend to 
achieve more comfortable sound by designing and employing suitable basic masker sound sources for the control 
signal. 
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